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QUESTION 1

A user\\'s laptop has a message displayed on screen indicating that all the data has been encrypted and requires
payment to decrypt the data. 

Which action can an administrator take to recover the laptop? 

A. Deploy VMware Mirage Disaster Recovery Wizard. 

B. Terminate the current VMware Mirage image and roll back the user\\'s image to the last known good image. 

C. Ask the user when the last time the laptop was working correctly, then deploy a VMware Mirage Gateway and select
the correct image. 

D. Configure a VMware Mirage Branch Reflector to correct the problem. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator needs to deliver rich virtualized graphics to VMware Horizon (with view) desktops which offer
workstation-class performance. 

Which VMware Blast technology can moot this requirement? 

A. Blast Multimedia 

B. Blast 3D 

C. Blast Unity Touch 

D. Blast Local Access 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement reflects a Security challenge that could be addressed by a new VMwars Horizon (with View)
deployment? 

A. We need a centralized way to store data that is under our company\\'s control, regardless of whether the data is
stored in local datastores or within a hybrid cloud provided solution. 

B. We want a simple, easy way to provision virtual desktops, determine who gets to use them, and specify who can
check them out for remote access. 

C. Some of our sales force do not live anywhere near one of our offices. We\\'d like to issue them a laptop and manage
the physical laptop remotely. 

D. We have a lot of our sales force that rarely work in the office. We need a way to deploy new applications to them and
to keep them updated. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A business has a widely distributed sales force where many users do not live anywhere near a dedicated 

office. The business wants to Issue them a laptop and manage the, laptop remotely. 

Which VMware solution meets this business need? 

A. VMware AirWatch 

B. VMware Workspace Portal 

C. VMware ThinApp 

D. VMware Mirage 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

How are VMware Horizon 6 storage policies applied to virtual desktops that are located on a Virtual SAN distributed
datastore? 

A. The policies are automatically and individually applied to non-persistent virtual desktops. 

B. The policies are configured using a Virtual SAN custom storage policy. 

C. The policies are upon deployment of a virtual desktop from a linked clone. 

D. The policies are automatically and individually applied per disk. 

Correct Answer: D 
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